
2015 Annual Gathering Survey Results 

After the April gathering a survey was sent out to postulants, monks, abbots and friends 
of the Order in order to obtain information useful in planning future events. 20 
responses were received giving us the following information.

Of the 20 respondents, 5% (1) was a friend/visitor/guest, 75% (15) were inquirers/
postulants/monks/abbots in attendance and 20% (4) were inquirers/postulants/monks/
abbots not in attendance.

Of those that could not attend (4) the following reasons were given:  1) Relative in town 
2) By the time the dates were set they had other commitments and were not interested 
in the speaker (end of February was better) 3) Poor health, not good dates 4) Didn’t 
plan ahead well enough 

The following reasons were given as to why respondents attended the annual 
gathering (respondents could pick three reasons):
19 - to spend time with a supportive community
10 - to learn something new
9 - to “worship” and “pray”
7 - to take a break from the usual day and “retreat” from the world
6 - to practice something new
6 - to deepen knowledge or skills I already have
5 - to better understand the OOOW and its purpose



In looking at a new facility in which to gather should that be an issue in 2016 the 
following recommendations were made.  
*The new gathering space should be somewhere we can have community, learn and 
worship without interruption from the outside world.  
*A place that is reasonably priced.  
*Someplace beautiful with water, green vegetation and flowers.  
*Simple with no frills. 
*Privacy for community, study and prayer with reasonable comfort in a natural setting.  
*Beautiful nature, place to walk with a comfortable meeting area.  A sense of privacy.  
*Elwood with overflow staying at the motel in Telephone.  Basic requirements - natural 
setting, places for cooking/eating, sleeping, teaching and worshiping.  
*Quiet and off the beaten path if possible.  Nice to have a room to use as ”chapel”.  
*Within 2-4 hours of Austin.  
*Location where everyone could stay together for the entire weekend.  
*A reasonably comfortable place to sleep and to meet for plenary sessions.  A beautiful 
setting would be a plus. 
*Since the Order will soon own Elwood, I'd like for us to meet there provided we have 
enough beds. 
*Within 2 hours of major airport Retreat-friendly setting (rural) Big kitchen 2 per 
bedroom. 
*I'm fine as long as I have someone who can pick me up at an airport and transport me 
to the location. 
*Natural setting or access to natural areas (e.g. not in a city center) Non-smoking rooms  
and access to healthy food choices.  
*Same/very similar to WOTW... "private," ability to share room -- or have a private room, 
intimate gathering space, place to worship, area to explore. Any possibility we could 
continue to rent WOTW if it sells?

50% (10) of respondents would like to see the gathering cost less than $400, 35% (7) 
would like to have the gathering cost less than $300, 5% (1) would like to have the cost 
less than $200, 5% (1) would like to have the cost less that $500 and 5% (1) would like 
to have the cost less than $600.



The most essential element of the gathering was community with that being 
mentioned 15 times out of 20 responses. Specific comments were:  
*Worship together in chapel.  We are a monastic Order that comes together once a year 
to pray.
*Contemplative worship; integration of learning, worshiping, practicing using our bodies 
in some way; community building, catching up with each other; hearing specific stories 
of how we are being "priests in the world"
*The quality of the people and the teachings.
*Community, prayer and love
*Deepening community contemplative time quiet time
*Learning Chapel together Talking more deeply with one another
*Friends attending Lovely surroundings Excellent speaker/instructor
*Community community worship
*A chance to interact with fellow monks, an opportunity to learn and grow, and an 
opportunity for chapel worship, more or less in that order.
*I wish I had attended a gathering so that I could answer knowledgeably. I've started 
reading "The Wisdom Way of Knowing" and Cynthia Bourgeault's description of the 
retreat on Eagle Island, Maine (pages 1 and 2) is extremely appealing! The simplicity; 
the combination of work, study, and worship; all of it sounds wonderful as long as it's not 
in the heat of a Texas summer. :)
*Community--getting to see people again Time in nature Contemplative/worship time 
*Exercising body, mind, and heart--all 3 are important theme/topic music--last year was 
awesome
*Community, prayer, study.
*1.Joining and sharing with the community. 2.Learning and practicing material 
applicable/supportive to a rule of life. 3.Time to process in quiet 4.Opportunity to 
process with small group.
time to be outdoors, time to visit with friends, quality teaching and worship time
*A sense of community
*Community
*TIME to BE together, WORSHIP together, SHARE ideas, experiences, teachings, 
LEARN
*Community
*Worship and discussion with community

The two most important things that need to happen at the next gathering again 
received access to community as the most resounding aspect.  Specific comments 
were:
*As many monks/members to attend as possible time for sharing and deepening 
community
*An interesting speaker. Creative activities for the right side of the brain. More chapel 
time.
*As much time as possible in prayer -as much time as possible in chanting
community affordable
*Chance to participate and top learn form others how to love one another.
*Worship Hearing more from each other about our inner and/or outer practices.



*I need to be able to afford transportation, registration and missing work, and I need to 
have no health or family crises going on. :) Not much you can control except registration 
cost to some extent.
*Sorry, again, I feel I'm just pulling the answer out of the air. I'm curious to meet people 
from different parts of the state and the country and to learn about their spiritual journey. 
*This probably happens informally anyway. Is a spiritual study part of the gathering? I 
long for engaging studies. I think I have more questions than answers!
*I will participate no matter what occurs.
*Continue the quality that we have had. Find a place to meet in a natural setting, 
hopefully within driving distance.
*Affordability timing (for me, April is great)
*The last two speaker/teachers did not connect with us. The teaching content should be 
relevant to our work as an Order.
*Community, knowledge for the heart
*Primary teacher of Bauman/Rami/Burleson/Bourgeault caliber Primary subject that 
would attract new postulants Really liked the break-out groups in 2013
timing and $$$ availability
*Earlier date (end of Feb or early Mar); our family owned/operated business is so busy 
once spring starts -- puts too much pressure on Neel.
*Timing that happens to fit my schedule and cost.
*Community, prayer, study. (I know I cheated and listed 3)

The following questions were addressed to those in attendance at the 2015 
gathering.  Ratings were given for each subject that ranged from 1 as Most 
Nurturing to 10 Less so.  

The teaching on poetry as Beauty with David Stringer received the following ratings:  
46.7% (7) respondents fell in the 1-3 ratings feeling that the teaching was very nurturing
26.7% (4) respondents fell in the median range of 4-7 feeling neutral about the teaching
26.7% (4) respondents fell in the less so range of 8-10

The Practice of Beauty- Introduction to Iconic Imagery: Teaching of use of 
imagery to convey Beauty by Lynn Bauman and Alison Hines, received the 
following ratings :
66.7% (10) respondents fell in the 1-3 ratings feeling the teaching was very nurturing
26.7% (4) respondents fell in the median range of 4-7 feeling neutral about the teaching
6.7% (1) respondent fell in the less so range of 8-10

The Spiritual Formation and Practice of Monks: survey administration and initial 
report
35.7% (5) rated this activity in the 1-3 range indicating a nurturing response
57.2 (8) rated this activity in the 4-7 range indicating a neutral response
7.1% (1) rated this activity in the 8-10 range indicating a less than nurturing response



Small group discussions on spiritual formation and use of Iconic Imagery
73.3% (11) indicated that this activity was very nurturing with ratings falling in the 1-3 
range
26.7% (5) gave this activity a neutral response between 4-7
0% (0) gave this activity a less so response between 8-10

Introduction of New Monks and Consecration Ceremony
100% (15) gave this activity a nurturing rating between 1-2

Chapel Time
93.3% (14) gave chapel time a very nurturing rating between 1-2
6.7% (1) gave chapel time a neutral response of 4

Social time (during meals, free time during the afternoons, evenings after chapel)
93.4 (14) gave social time very nurturing ratings between 1-3
6.7% (1) gave social time a neutral response of 4

Periods of rest and personal reflection
86.3% (13) gave this a rating of 1-3 being very nurturing 
13.4% (2) gave this a neutral rating of 4-5

Summary of New Publications by Order Members
53.4% (8) gave this a rating between 2-3 (no 1s)
46.7% (7) gave this a neutral rating between 4-5

Update on Recent Pilgrimages of the community
66.6% (10) gave this a rating between 1-3 of very nurturing
33.4% (5) gave this a neutral rating between 5-6

Matters of Discussion - Update on administrative aspects of the OOOW (finances, 
tunics, Amanchara, website, etc.)
26.7% (4) gave this a rating of very nurturing in the 1-3 range
60% (9) gave this a neutral rating between 4-7
13.4% (2) gave this a less so rating between 8-10



Respondents who attended the gathering were asked to answer questions on the 
following subjects:

When did your heart open? What caused your heart to open or awaken?

*In chapel - the music and singing. Walking in nature - beauty.
*I endeavor to arrive with an open heart and mind. The dynamics of the group always 
fills my heart.
*Drumming and chanting in the chapel; one-on-one conversations with other monks; 
consecration ceremony
*Small group discussions.
*Seeing how loving and accepting everyone is.
*Chapel
*Community, consecration, sharing, participation, the beauty of WoW
during chapel and quiet time
*Viewing the wildflowers Drumming in chapel Hearing poetry: David's, Alison's Mary 
Magdalene poem, Karen's reading in chapel on Sunday
*Time spent talking with others. Drumming. Group discussion. Lynn and Alison's 
presentations. Worship. Natural beauty (we needed more time to spend in nature).
*David's teaching Image work chapel small group discussion
*Any time I was out in nature; listening to David Stringer; talking with people; during the 
quieter parts of Chapel
*When alone in nature; when in the chapel together
*Poetry readings image presentation chapel time

When did you feel most alive?
*Being outside, listening to David Stringer
*Chanting and drumming - this was more "ecstatic" and felt spontaneous; walking 
around retreat center; good conversations
*Image sharing
*Small group discussions.
*When walking in nature and in chapel.
*chapel
*Hearing Mike play the Persian drum/chanting.
*During chapel and quiet time
*During the group discussions.
*Prayer and consecration, breathing in the beauty of WoW
*When we had participation in class.
*Drumming in chapel Socializing with friends



Over the weekend, when did you “check out” - mentally, emotionally physically? 
What happened that made this occur?
*During presentations on poetry; I felt some inner resistance with the poetry 
presentations and some with the iconic illuminations presentation - not sure yet what I 
think about the approach; sitting in our chairs way too much and too long
administrative minutiae
*Can't recall anytime.
*During David's teaching
*Only when sleeping!
*Survey...too much like academic duties
*Got too tired and fell asleep briefly. Also, some of the questions were hard to interpret.
don't think this happened
*A lot of the"poetry" was just wordsmithing; the clever use of words. To me poetry is 
transmission of feeling, emotion and being using words.
*I checked out with most of the poetry. The topic was excellent, and I would loved to 
have run with it (both through simply "experiencing" the poems and also careful literary 
analysis) by looking at some great poets like Yeats, Eliot, Oliver, Neruda, Rumi, Hopkins 
("God's Grandeur" is beautiful, but we didn't discuss WHY it is so beautiful and how 
carefully/perfectly it is crafted), Blake, Bly, Kinnell, Berry, and so many others. Also, it 
would have been great to engage our bodies and move around--we had at least 2 
dancers there who would have been great leaders in that! Walking meditation would 
also have been wonderful.
*During 'business' or administrative discussions; any time we were sitting indoors 
talking/listening for a long time -- needed to get outside and move around some.
*Only once, during David's teaching. There was too little group interaction.
during lectures/teachings, too much sitting, it seemed to revisit the same points over 
and over again. also it seems that poetry, music and image is very personal and much 
of the material presented did not speak to me.
*Small group discussion. Lack of focus.



The emphasis of this weekend was Beauty.  When did you experience beauty this 
weekend?
*Images, nature, relationships
*Wild flowers on trip down image presentation monk consecration
*Chapel and with people of the community
*Oh, yes! In WoW, in nature, in community, in poetry, in iconic images....
*In people's faces. In our surroundings. In the careful and loving preparation of our 
meals. In new insights.
*The beauty of the place beauty in hearing stories and seeing pictures of each other 
and places we have been some in the poetry
*The flowers, the devotion of the attendees, the kindness of everyone.
*At Juli's altar, in the chapel, in nature
*Being out in nature; in David Stringer's and Pattiann Rogers' poetry; in Alison Hines' 
images; in the eyes of people talking with me; in the laughter and good humor of the 
community and the speakers.
*In nature, during the sessions on poetry and sacred images, and during small group 
discussion.
*Wildflower tour Consecration ceremony seeing some of the poetry and iconic images
*Walking in nature. The people there were really beautiful.
in nature
*I saw it in each other.

Did anything get in the way of experiencing beauty this weekend?
5 respondents answered “no”
*David's teaching
*My limited time with the gathering
*A little too much sitting time for me. I wanted to be moving around and enjoying nature 
more.
*Not feeling the schedule fully took into consideration the theme. If started from a blank 
slate, I wonder if a schedule and format could have been created that was more 
conducive and consonant with the theme of Beauty. Sitting so much and hearing one 
person talk about beauty and Sophia but not able to engage and share those themes in 
other ways.
*Not enough "down time"
*Too much time sitting indoors listening to people talk. The loudest parts of chanting -- it 
felt like a few voices dominated and that pulled me out of the beauty of it.
*Nothing unusual, my story, my ego and my expectations
*Tiredness I brought with me



What would have allowed you to experience beauty more deeply?
2 respondents indicated they couldn’t think of anything
*Less sitting in class
*Although the weekend emphasis was on Beauty we never created beauty or shared 
how we had been creating beauty this past year.  This seems dissonant with our very 
theme. I wish we would have been able to create something and/or share something we 
created. Second, the transmission time seemed mostly focused on 1-center knowing 
(the mind) and not as much on heart and body I wish we had intentionally engaged our 
bodies more in ways to experience the poetry physically, even if taking a poem on a 
walk or something.  Third, I think I have come to the realization that we are stuck in a rut 
of a particular form of the gathering.  Churches can get stuck in "plug and play" mode: 
we have certain slots and openings - such as with committee chair openings - and 
rather than think about who is best for that position was just fill it with a warm body.  
That can happen with retreat schedules as well - something worked in the past so we 
keep using it and "plug and play" rather than looking at what we really want to 
accomplish and experience at this unique event.  For example: We need a speaker to 
speak 5-7 times because our schedule says so (because it worked so well in the recent 
past).  I know this takes more thought and energy, and it is risky as well.  But I believe 
we need to be open to new forms of doing things. Finally, some of the most meaningful 
and memorable experiences were not on the schedule (except for chapel time): 
conversations, retelling of stories, etc.  Times of community building. Seeing the 
Ethiopian greeting. Hearing Lynn share about the Ethiopian cross and how the priest 
blessed pilgrims physically with it that he shared with some. I'm not asking for a bunch 
of free time, but thinking how we can create the conditions for such formative sharing 
and beholding.
*More small group discussions.
*More individual quiet time, more time to share in a group setting changes to how I live 
my life
*Less emphasis in obscure words( mardolas, hermeneutic imagination etc etc) and 
more emphasis what beauty is.
*If I am the one experiencing beauty, I have a great deal to do with that experience.
*I was full up when the weekend ended.
*A bit more silent contemplative time with the group.
*More time
*Engaging more of our senses and getting outside more often. A walking meditation 
outdoors would have been lovely, or walking around outside with soft eyes seeing how 
*Beauty arose for us in the moment.



All respondents were asked to answer the following question:
What other changes, recommendations or comments do you have that you would 
like to have the Abbots know?
*I feel so grateful for all that the abbots do to make this possible.
*Great format...tweeking maybe...no major changes.
*Lets discuss what gets on the way of feeling the love of God. How to be a monk in the 
world.
*I would suggest the structure is relevant but less than what is brought by each person 
hoping to experience the Source in the material, space and one another.
*I appreciate all the work that goes into planning this event.
*None.
*It would help if it weren’t as complicated to donate to the Order. Can't we simplify the 
donation process.
*I was glad that I came, but for me it was too heavily focused on intellect/head and I 
would have benefitted form more experiential/body activities as part of the schedule (or 
at least having more of the talking/listening done outdoors when weather permitted): 
walking meditation? Sufi or other dancing? yoga? focusing on scents, sounds, textures? 
I engage Sophia through experience and sensation as well as through words and 
thoughts. It seemed a shame to sit indoors looking at projected images of flowers when 
we could have been outside looking at the beauty of the Texas hill country spring!
*Thanks, thanks, thanks!!! For meals next year consider having a single primary 
coordinator and secondary day-by-day coordinators. I was confused at exactly how the 
day-by-day coordination was supposed to work. A learning experience for me as I finally  
recognized that it would work out fine no matter what, and it did! Thanks for all your 
great work!
*Review our annual gathering format and schedule - articulate the top 2-3 reasons for 
gathering and develop format around that - discuss if a major theme such as Beauty 
even needs to be a theme for the gathering or if that is better left for a weekend retreat 
or Wisdom School - discuss if the annual gathering should be limited to postulants and 
monks and friends of the Order who have been to one of the OOOW event previously (I 
like having guests, and I think they can help us see from the 'outsider's' perspective, 
which can be very instructive and enlightening, but I'm just wondering) - discuss if 
annual gathering is mostly for contemplative worship, contemplative community, and 
sharing how we are being contemplative ministers in the world
*I really appreciate this opportunity to give feedback! I really miss being part of our 
annual gathering.
*I'm so grateful to have had this time. So grateful for new friends, new insights, and 
Karen/Ron opening their home to us. The weekend was such a blessing.
In 2013, we had afternoon break-out groups; really liked that format. Would like a break-
out group to learn new chants.


